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Abstract:  The first Optics Express Focus Issue on Astrophotonics was published in 2009. 

Since that time the field has experienced substantial growth and pathfinder astrophotonic 

systems are routinely being tested on large telescopes around the globe. This second Focus 

Issue on Astrophotonics is intended to capture some of these significant developments and 

convey a sense of future directions for the field. 

©2017 Optical Society of America 

OCIS codes: (350.1260) Astronomical photonics; (120.3180) Interferometry; (999.9999) Spectrometry.  

Astronomy is reaching an era of enormous surveys and observations of unprecedented depth 

using massive telescopes that require multiplexing of instrumentation on previously unseen 

scales. With increasing scale comes increasing cost, and a drive to move away from 

traditional bulk optics approaches towards miniaturizing instruments with photonic devices. 

At the same time, photonics enables clever innovations not possible without photonics. These 

new advances will underpin astrophysics observations from the early formation of galaxies in 

the distant universe only detectable in the infrared, to our understanding of intricacies of mass 

and momentum build up in the growth of nearby galaxies using multi-object spectroscopy, 

through to the closest scales where interferometric techniques allow the study of the 

formation of stars and detection of planets outside our solar system. 

The field of astrophotonics seeks to achieve these objectives by applying novel photonic 

concepts to astronomical instrumentation, with the overall aim of enabling improved 

astronomical instruments with unprecedented precision, flexibility and multiplex gain. 

Although astronomy can leverage the massive investment that has been made in photonic 

technologies over the last ~half a century, the field of astrophotonics is also driving the 

development of entirely new photonic technologies. Devices using optical fiber or 

waveguides can manipulate light with increasing complexity including spatially reshaping 

and rerouting, spectrally filtering, spectrally dispersing and beam combining. Successful 

demonstrations of these technologies include spatial reshaping of light in the “photonic 

lantern” which enables the efficient coupling of incoherent multimode light to single mode 

photonic devices, and spectral filtering with ultra-broadband fiber Bragg-gratings of 

unprecedented complexity, in order to block undesirable atmospheric spectral lines from 

entering a spectrograph. Further demonstrations of astrophotonic technologies include the use 

of high gain fiber scramblers for high-resolution spectrographs, frequency combs for 

unprecedented spectral calibration, or integrated active/passive photonics functions for stellar 

Interferometry. These technologies are now finding spin-off applications in areas such as 

telecommunications and remote sensing, and it clear that astrophotonics is both a utilizer and 

driver of advanced photonic technologies. 

It is 8 years since the first Optics Express Focus Issue on Astrophotonics. In that time the 

number of researchers in this field and the scale of related international activities have grown 

significantly. This includes frequent on-telescope testing of novel photonics devices. It is 
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timely to celebrate the ongoing progress and evolution in this field. This special issue 

includes 3 Invited papers reviewing advances in the micro-manipulation of stellar light by 

Joss Bland-Hawthorn, the state-of-the-art in astrocombs by Derryck Reid and the challenges 

in exoplanet detection by Oliver Guyon. These are complemented by papers reporting new 

work in photonic spectrographs; compact interferometers; on-chip and in-fiber light 

manipulation, beam combining and reformatting; novel filters; and new approaches to 

frequency stabilization. We extend our thanks to all the authors and reviewers who have 

contributed to this Focus Issue. 
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